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Editor’s
Column

IEEE Photonics Society

LAWrENCE ChEN
In the past year, the newsletter has featured a number
of highlight articles reporting recent advances in areas
including microwave photonics, spatial division multiplexing, fiber optics, and quantum optics. I read each
article with interest and am truly amazed by the accomplishments of each research group. I cannot believe that
two years have now passed since I assumed the role of
Editor-in-Chief of the Newsletter.
As part of the IYL 2015 Chapter Challenge, a number
of chapters have been extremely involved in initiating
activities, including those focused on outreach and education, as well as forming new partnerships. In addition
to learning about research achievements and successes, I
would like to hear more about the different initiatives,
events, and accomplishments of our Chapters. If you
are a Chapter Chair or involved in a Chapter, please do
consider sharing your experiences with the rest of the
community-everyone will benefit!
This issue features one research highlight article from
Dr. Pascual Muñoz who describes new ‘eco-system’ for of
generic photonic integration technologies. Whether academic or industrial research is aimed at passive or active
components in silicon or III-V, indeed, this eco-system
will have tremendous impact, leading to greater innovation. This issue also presents the first (of a series of
articles) focusing on entrepreneurship. In particular, Dr.
Simon Poole shares his tremendous experience with taking the plunge and starting off alone…Entrepreneurship
is being recognized increasingly as an important skill/
talent/competency for the next generation of engineers
and scientists and I am thrilled that Simon has agreed
to share his experiences and what he has learned over the
years with the community.
I hope you enjoy reading the issue and as always, I
welcome your feedback, comments, and suggestions,
especially for topics of research highlight articles.
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President’s
Column
Kent Choquette
“Education is the most powerful weapon which you can use to change
the world”
—Nelson Mandela
The closing ceremony for the International Year of Light and
Light Based Technologies (IYL) was held Feb. 4–6 at Merida,
Mexico. It was an honor for me to represent the Photonics Society (IPS) during this celebration. Mexico was chosen as the
location since this country was an early and strong supporter
of the IYL during its approval process at the United Nations.
Merida is a major city in the Yucatan peninsula region, which
is the area that was the heart of the Mayan civilization. The
Mayan’s are credited with many innovations in astronomy, science, and architecture, including the use of light and shadows in their buildings and monuments which were aligned
along celestial orientations. As examples, the Castle pyramid
in Chichen Itza (picture upper right) and the Tulum temple
(picture lower left) both express astronomic, calendar, and geometric knowledge which incorporates light in the structures
built a thousand years ago.
The three days of the IYL Closing Ceremony included talks,
panels, art exhibits, and cultural programs, and culminated with
a tour of the Mayan Chichen Itza ruins complex. The plenary
talk on the first day was presented by IPS member and Chair
of the IYL organizing committee, John Dudley. Dr. Dudley in
his keynote address provided an overview of the impressive outcomes from IYL. A summary of the achievements include:
• Events recorded in 148 countries
• 5000 (and still counting) distinct events that happened on
all continents (yes even Antarctica!)
• 25 commemorative postage stamps released (including
Mexico)
• 15000 media mentions in 120 countries
• 3000 tweets
• 70 videos and films
• 5 original musical compositions
• Many hundreds of art and light shows
Hence an idea originating from the founding partner scientific societies (which includes the IPS) grew to include hundreds
of partners in academic, industry, and social organizations which
created thousands of activities involving millions of people
around the globe. There were two Noble prize winner lectures
during the closing ceremonies, including a discussion of the invention of high efficiency blue LEDs and white lighting by (IPS
member) Dr. Shuji Nakamura. Before his talk, Dr. Nakamura
was surrounded and mobbed by the media (picture lower right).
I recall during the 1990’s that Dr. Nakamura would attend every
major photonics conference and present a new and hot post deadline paper; so it is nice to see that IYL has elevated the status of
our science and engineering stars to the general public!
April 2016

What about IYL events initiated by our Society and Chapters?
Within our Society we planned and began activities that could
be sustained beyond the single year of IYL and we aligned many
of our activities after the Membership Council strategic goals.
Various school districts, photonics manufacturers, and non-profit
organizations are now aware of our Society’s work. The IYL initiative also gave IPS a higher internal visibility within the IEEE.
Using IYL as the backdrop, our society has introduced STEM
pre-university education activities into our outreach, such as the
Student Outreach Ambassador Program, “Introduce a Girl to
Photonics”, Teacher In-service Programs, and summer schools. A
database has been created of over 300 pre-university teachers who
are interested in collaborating in our future educational projects.
IPS funded multiple Outreach Ambassador events undertaken
during “Introduce a Girl to Photonics” which included:
• Girls K-12 Camp (University of Iowa)
• Intro to Engineering for Girls: An exploration of the
Power of Light (IEEE Buenaventura Section)
• Women in Lasers & Optics (University of Central Florida)
• Introduce a Girl Stockholm: Lab Tours & “Nature Inspired
Photonics” (Sweden IPS Chapter)
When we include our 2015 IEEE Photonics Conference
events and other various chapter events which took place Oct.
4–11, our Society contributed more than 80 events to IEEE
Day, more than any other affinity group or society within the
IEEE.
IPS has also created opportunities for service. Projects like
the Solar Aid “Speed of Light” and “Introduce a Girl to Photonics” gave our members and volunteers the opportunity to
give back in a different way. The goal was to offer new opportunities within the IYL framework and provide our membership with an improved sense of well-being through volunteer
giving and increased social awareness. A successful campaign
was also initiated with Solar Aid and through the generous
(continued on page 12)
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Research Highlights

Photonic Integrated Circuits Using Generic
Technologies
Pascual Muñoz, Senior Member, IEEE
Abstract – Following the path of the semiconductor electronics
industry, an eco-system of generic technologies, software vendors, design houses and fabless companies emerges for photonic
integration. In this paper, a review of the evolution in the field,
with emphasis on photonic integrated (IC) design is provided.
Index terms – photonic integrated circuits, generic integration, multi-project wafer, design flow, indium phosphide, silicon photonics, silicon nitride.

I. The semiconductor electronics path
Business models in semiconductor electronics industry evolved
in a variety of ways during the last four decades of the past
century. During the 1970s, vertically integrated companies
performed, among others, four core activities within the organization: manufacturing, design, intellectual property development and marketing. These companies are known as
Integrated Device Manufacturers (IDMs), and clear examples
of that age were AT&T and IBM, that designed and manufactured both their components, and the main equipment and
processes required to produce them in-house [1]. Along time,
specialization in the aforementioned different areas led to different types of organizations. Foundry companies specialized
in process development, in order to perform only manufacturing, and started to appear in the 1980s. Alongside, design
specialists from IDMs span out to establish independent software suppliers, and that process gave birth to what today is
known as Electronic Design Automation (EDA) software vendors. Fabless companies appeared as well relying on outsourced
manufacturing while retaining design, IP development and
marketing of their own products. In the electronics semiconductor industry, they emerged by the 1990s. Finally, design
houses were born, focused on the design and IP, outsourcing
fabrication and providing services to the development of third
party products [2]. From a business perspective, the motivation for the disintegration of design and manufacturing is usually found in the increasingly shorter and uncertain lifecycles
for certain products, which in turn do not justify for in-house
dedicated manufacturing. On the other hand, from a technology point of view, three factors allowed for disintegration of
design and manufacturing in the semiconductor electronics
industry: i) convergence to a standardized technology (CMOS),
ii) improvements in the design, layout and simulation software
and iii) the entry of specialized providers of designs and IP blocks
[1]. Despite this, leading edge technologies were (and currently are) usually marketed by IDMs, since they require joint
management of design and manufacture for the adaption of the
internal processes to the creation of new product lines.
4
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In terms of market numbers, fabless electronic IC companies
have registered sales compound annual growth rates (CAGR) of
16% in the period of 1999–2012, compared to a 3% for IDMs,
with a world-wide market increasing at 5% in the same period
[3]. Clearly, the role of fabless companies in the market has
been progressively increasing in electronics. The availability of
Multi-Project Wafer (MPW) runs in the field, started in 1981
by the MOSIS service in the US [4], and mirrored by Europractice-IC programme in Europe [5] some years later, is another
key factor for the emergence of fabless companies. In a MPW
run, the wafer space, and hence the fabrication cost, is divided
among different users. Alongside the existence of standardized
processes and software tools, the emergence of generic integration schemes takes place [6]. Flowing top-down from market
needs to actual implementation, firstly, markets are in need of
a set given functions in the technology. Next the functions are
mapped into actual devices that in turn may be implemented
in the physical world by means of different building blocks.
Some of the markets may have the need of the same function,
with similar or different specifications, which may well lead
accordingly to similar or different implementations. All in all,
a standard manufacturing process accompanied with functions
and devices, implemented with a variety of building blocks,
previously tested and with well-known figures of merit as a
whole, represent a generic integration scheme. In generic integration, the process is fixed and the available building blocks
allow reusing with guarantees given by statistical information
collected through the course of runs along time. All this information (process, rules, blocks) is captured in a so called Process
Design Kit (PDK), which is made available by foundries to
designers for the variety of existing EDA software tools. For
missing specific functions, the development of new blocks subjects the process rules takes place, and may be get incorporated
into the foundry, or design house proprietary, PDKs.
Consequently, MPW and generic integration allow for prototyping in an industrial stable manufacturing process, reducing risks and times, and allowing for straightforwardly scaling
for mid or large volumes, with modest starting investments,
comparatively to IDMs.

II. The Photonic Integration Technologies Path
For photonic integration, the seed for generic technologies appears in 2007 in Europe [7], although some pioneer work early
in 2000 already contains the spirit of generic photonic circuits
[8]. By the time of writing, the photonic eco-system around
generic integration is rapidly evolving, mimicking the path of
micro-electronics. The aforementioned technical factors for disaggregation are discussed for photonics in the next subsections.
April 2016
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Figure 1. Multi-Project Wafer (MPW) run. Cell mask layout (22 × 22 mm2), including sub-cells for different users (a). The cell is then use
to populate the wafer (4 inch in the picture) using step and repeat (b). Common cross-sections available on generic integration technologies –from top to down- Indium Phosphide (InP), Silicon-on-Insulator (SOI) and Silicon Nitride (Si3N4). Excerpt of functional blocks and
building blocks per MPW manufacturing platforms and technologies (d). Note that polarization handling BBs are not quoted since they
are currently being incorporated by the fabs.

II.1 Standardization in Manufacturing Processes
Regarding technologies and processes, there are currently three
platforms which have independently established stable processes, also offering MPW runs with PDKs.
Indium Phosphide is a semiconductor material and it is the
only technology capable of monolithic integration of optical
amplification and passive photonic components [9–10]. A variety of techniques, including butt-joint regrowth, selective area
growth, offset and dual quantum well placing and quantum
well intermixing can be employed to integrate regions with
different absorption/gain properties along a single waveguide.
Waveguide types include shallow (low loss and large bending
radius) and deeply etched (higher losses and lower bending radius) designs, see upper row in Fig. 1-(c). Shallow waveguides
have typical widths of 2 nm and this figure is approximately
1.5 nm for deeply etched designs, for single mode operation.
Typical losses for InP waveguides are around 1.5 and 3 dB/cm
for shallow and deeply etched waveguides, respectively. Minimum bending radii are in between 150 and 500 nm for deeply
April 2016

etched and shallow etched waveguides respectively. Another
quoted limitation, but not actually practical, of the InP platform is related to the difficulty of its integration with electronics into the same chip, but some roadmaps plan to address
this in the near future [11]: Passives, optical filters, arrayed
waveguide gratings, semiconductor optical amplifiers, saturable absorbers, optical sources (Fabry-Perot, distributed Bragg
reflector (DBR), distributed feedback (DFB) and modelocked
lasers), detectors (pin single and balanced configurations), amplitude and phase modulators and polarization handling devices are possible in this platform. Moreover it has shown a
performance in integrated component count on the same chip
with figures exceeding 450 and now targeting 1000 [10]. The
building blocks for the different MPW InP platforms are detailed in Fig. 1-(d).
Also known as Silicon on Insulator (SOI), Silicon (Si) Photonics is a semiconductor technology where components are
etched/patterned/fabricated in a 180-220 nm Si layer placed
on top of a 1–3 nm insulator layer [12]. Si passives are formed
IEEE Photonics Society NEWSLETTER
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by initial few mask layers through partial and/or full Si etching steps after which multiple ion implantations are conducted for “active” devices such as Ge photodetectors and Si modulators. Coupling into and outside of the chip can be performed
via edge couplers (with typical losses of 1dB/facet) or vertically, via Si surface gratings (2 dB/coupler with 40–70 nm
3-dB bandwidth). The main advantage of SOI technology
resides in its compatibility with CMOS fabrication processes
and the infrastructure used in microelectronics and thus the
compatibility in terms of System on Chip (SoC), System in
Package (SiP), reproducibility and cost. Refractive index contrast is over 100% (n=3.4 for Si and n=1.45 for SiO2), leading
to small footprint circuits. Two main types of waveguides are
available, see intermediate row in Fig. 1-(c): Ridge or shallow
(1–8 µm width), which exhibit relatively low losses down to
0.1–0.5 dB/cm, but are limited in bending radius to around
100 µm, and Strip waveguides (500 nm width) which exhibit
much higher losses (1–3 dB/cm) but support lower values for
minimum bending radius (5–20 nm). Integration density on
a chip is currently exceeding 4000 components, and the component count integration trend is exceeding the rate given by
Moore›s law indeed. Several basic photonic components are
available in monolithic SOI, including: passives, such as arrayed waveguide gratings and optical filters, and actives as
Ge photodetectors, ring and travelling-wave electro-refractive
modulators (up to 50 GHz). The main disadvantages of monolithic SOI technology is that it does not support optical sources and optical amplifiers, and the Pockels effect is poor, so no
electro-optic efficient modulators are possible. To overcome
this limitation III-V functionalities have to be integrated into
the SOI platform by means of either molecular or adhesive
wafer bonding [13].
Dielectric based photonic technology started with the development of components in the visible wavelength range, applied to
build optical sensors [14]. This waveguide technology is based
on a combination of stoichiometric silicon nitride (Si3N4) as
waveguide layers, filled by and encapsulated with silica (SiO2)
as cladding layers grown on a silicon wafer [14–16]. SiO2 and
Si3N4 layers are fabricated with CMOS-compatible techniques
like thermal oxidation and industrial standard low-pressure
chemical vapour deposition (LPCVD) equipment that enables
cost-effective volume production. Several waveguide crosssectional geometries are available, see lower row in Fig. 1-(c).
In general the cross-sections shown perform at 1550 nm with
losses below ≤ 0.5 dB/cm and minimum bending radius typically around 150 nm. In/out-coupling is achieved by means
of adiabatically tapered spot-size converters with <1 dB coupling loss to standard single mode fiber. Several fundamental
building blocks are available including the optical waveguide,
thermo-optic phase tuning elements, directional and MultiMode Interference couplers. From these more complex subsystems have been demonstrated. The main disadvantage of this
technology is that no optical sources, detectors, amplifiers and
modulators are available. However, the operation wavelength
range spans from visible to the mid infrared, with very low
loss. The integration of these components requires a hybrid
or heterogeneous approach with separately fabricated InP or
Silicon platform chips
6
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II.2 Photonic Design Automation (PDA)
Software tools for photonic integrated design have rapidly
evolved in less than a decade from academic to manufacturing tools. Early in the 1990s, the few available software suites
were basically mode solvers, that is, computer algorithms to
find the modes for a given waveguide cross-section. Some incorporated as well Beam Propagation Method (BPM) routines,
helpful for the design of basic components such as couplers (directional, Y-branch, MMI) or basic uni-directional propagation
interferometric devices (e.g. Mach-Zehnder Interferometer,
MZI). The interest in resonant cavities in photonics brought
a variety of tools implementing Finite Differences in the Time
Domain (FDTD) and many other approaches to tackle omnidirectional propagation of light. Far from the physics of the
devices, optical fiber transmission and system simulation tools
started to be available as well. With the advent of generic and
MPW runs in photonics, most of the ‘academic’ photonic design suites evolved to incorporate powerful mask layout and
design rule checking (DRC) engines, and strong cooperation
among software vendors and foundries gave birth to the PDKs
in photonics. The former have also identified the need for interoperability of the different software packages, and the Photonic Design Automation (PDA) software foundation has been
recently created [17].
Lately, circuit simulators have naturally appeared for photonics, either newly created, or as new modules into previously existing optical transmission systems simulators. This is
in turn related to the common place design flow in EDA, from
circuit to schematic to layout (top-down) as opposite to the
traditional art craft style photonic IC approach from building block (BB) to circuit (bottom-up). Moreover, this is the
case for the convergence of Silicon photonics and electronics,
where fabs & designers are willing to build upon EDA design
flows and tools. However, there are unique photonic domain
features which cannot be captured by EDA tools, so cooperation among different software vendors from both worlds has
recently taken off [18]. Furthermore, some research groups
[19] have cooperated with Silicon photonics fabs and EDA
vendors to incorporate feedback procedures commonly employed in electronics, such as Layout vs Schematic (LVS) in
the photonic design flows.
II.3 The birth of photonic IC design houses
Since 2010, several photonic IC design houses have been started
up [20]. They come to serve as bridge among users of the generic photonic integration technologies, and the foundries. Albeit the software tools are rapidly evolving, and more and more
new designers are getting trained in the eco-system, photonic
IC design can still be considered an art, in which a transversal knowledge of the different fields involved (semiconductor
material physics, fabrication techniques, simulation tools …) is
applied. Hence, photonic IC designers are not totally detached
from the technology, behind power (EDA-like) tools.
Furthermore, some players in the eco-system [18] have
identified the parallelism between RF electronics IC design
(rather than digital) and photonic IC design, where at the present the typical variations in the manufacturing processes have
stronger impact in the resulting ICs than in electronics.
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Figure 2. Production flow for photonic ICs using generic integration. Solid and dashed thin arrows indicate possible directions in the
flow (including feed forward, feedback and iteration). Bi-directional thick grey arrows indicate exchange of information, while unidirectional thick grey arrows indicate information feed. The (red) green crosses mark the technologies (not) satisfying engineering
requirements. Green happy (red sad) faces indicate those particular building blocks are available (not available or impossible to do)
in a given technology. The cloud with a question mark is meant for building blocks not available but feasible in the technology, that
may be devised through custom design.

The rapid evolution of photonic IC design houses has recently resulted into the incorporation of generic business models at the design level, so cost for the designs are also matched
to fabrication areas.

III. Photonic IC production flow
A photonic IC production flow is captured in Fig. 2. Analog
to many other technical disciplines, three steps are followed
in series: engineering, design and manufacturing. Each step is
explained in the following, and particular examples are given
for photonics.
April 2016

III.1 The engineering stage
The engineering stage starts with a system concept, (e.g. a system to transmit multiple wavelengths of light independently modulated to a single fiber) nurtured with system specifications (optical C-band, wavelength spacing, modulation
speed, interface, electrical and mechanical requirements …),
and followed by the determination of required functional
blocks (optical source, modulator and multiplexer). All the
previous is cross-checked against the available technologies
(optical source on chip is satisfied by Indium Phosphide).
Next the photonic IC architecture is addressed, where the
IEEE Photonics Society NEWSLETTER
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Figure 3. Building block parameters (a) and design flowchart (b) for an Arrayed Waveguide Grating (AWG).

functional blocks (FBs) from the system architecture, are
mapped to building blocks (BBs). Possibly several BBs may
provide a given function (e.g. an optical source can be either a Semiconductor Optical Amplifier, SOA, –broadband-,
Distributed Feedback, DFB, or Distributed Bragg Reflector, DBR, laser; a coupler may be a directional coupler or a
broadband Multimode Interference, MMI, coupler). According to the requirements, the best flavor of the technology
is selected, i.e. several platforms are presented in Fig. 1-(c)
providing Indium Phosphide technology. To do so, designers
are equipped by Process Design Kits (PDKs), which nowadays include not only technology descriptions and rules, but
libraries of previously demonstrated BBs as well. Hence, the
selection of the particular technology flavor is based upon
the availability of BBs, within the PDK or design house proprietary (happy and sad faces in the figure), and the feasibility of producing those BBs which are missing (question
mark cloud in the figure).
8
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III.2 The design stage
The design stage is entered for the creation of novel BBs, according
to design procedures. These procedures are fed both with BB specifications, as well as other information which is usually derived
(abstraction) from the particular technology information (materials, processes, available waveguide cross-sections, rules) from the
PDKs. The abstraction may well be for instance, in the simplest
case, the determination of effective and group indices for the waveguide cross-sections employed within the BB. Fig. 3 provides a
design procedure flow chart for an Arrayed Waveguide Grating
(AWG) [21]. Departing from BB specifications, the physical parameters are determined. In the present AWG example, specifications such as the free spectral range, 3-dB bandwidth, etc., are
turned into physical and structural parameters, following a combination of analytic equations and numerical methods. The result
is an intent view of the BB. The BB intent is then adapted to a
physical representation by means of the mask layout procedure,
which accounts for design rules from the fab PDK.
April 2016

It is interesting to establish analogies with electronic IC design, albeit dissimilarities exist, and maturity of the tools and
processes for photonics has both a long way to catch up, but
unique domain particularities as well. In electronic ICs, the
design is broken down into logic, circuit and physical design
[19]. Despite the fact that full parallelism cannot be established, flowing down from system architecture to mask layout,
the functional block would be similar to logic design, where a
given functionality is mapped to certain operation. Following
our examples, splitting and combining wavelengths maps to
a wavelength (de)multiplexer functionality (logic). Next circuit design maps logic to a schematic, a block with particular
behavior and properties implementing the function. The last
step, physical design, converts the schematic into a representation aimed at manufacturing, described by a set of layers
within a (commonly used) GDS file format. Furthermore, the
use of PDKs allows for private BBs not owned by the designer
to be employed. Consequently, the GDS file includes placeholders for these private BBs, and additional files containing
their positions and properties are generated as well. Later, the
foundry substitutes placeholders with actual GDS representations of private BBs, so IP is preserved by manufacturers (or
third party IP providers) vs design houses.
III.3 The manufacturing stage
The delivery of the mask files (GDS and helper files) to a foundry
triggers the manufacturing stage. From a MPW perspective, this
involves in a first step a quality check for the designs, despite
most of it is already checked during the mask export through
the PDK and Design Rule Checking (DRC). Next, assembling
the full mask, or cell as in Fig. 1-(a), is performed. The mask set
(resolution and number of mask depends on the technology and
process) is ordered and fabrication follows after masks are delivered. It is worth mentioning the role of backend processes, such
as input/output fiber attachment, carrier developments for chip
mounting, wire-boding, DC and RF routing, thermal control
and packaging. Moreover, following the spirit of generic processes for the photonic IC, several packaging houses are starting
to create templates for some of the MPW technologies in Fig.
1-(c), which can be readily incorporated into the design flow,
labeled as backend processes in Fig. 2.

IV. Examples in generic technologies
IV.1 Custom BB, WDM mux from concept to
tested chip
Fig. 4 illustrates the flow steps resulting into an Arrayed Waveguide Grating (AWG) multiplexer. In Fig. 4-(a) and (b) the
functional block –WDM multiplexer- and the circuit schematic, in the shape of an AWG, are shown. Once a PDK is
chosen (InP platform from HHI Germany in this example), and
according to the target BB specifications, the PDK information is used for a cross-section analysis alongside with a design
procedure, as illustrated in Fig. 3. This results into a BB intent,
a view of which is shown in Fig. 4-(c), in this case using PhoeniX Software OptoDesigner tool. However, this representation
is not yet suitable for manufacturing. Depending on the process
steps, limits and performance, the schematic representation is
April 2016

mapped to a set of layers, Fig. 4-(d). The mapping process include a Design Rule Checking (DRC), where rules are for instance the minimum distance between two mask features (e.g.
how close two waveguides can be placed), preventing some elements to overlap with others (e.g. metals crossing waveguides
without specifically engineered BBs for it), or BBs being drawn
not on proper layers (e.g. a Semiconductor Optical Amplifier
intended to be placed on a passive waveguiding layer). Furthermore, the layout using a PDK incorporates corrections to the
layer dimensions which have been previously reported at the
fab, for instance, some waveguide layers are drawn wider in the
mask, than in the schematic, to account for dimension losses
during the lithography and etching processes.
A change in the technology selection, and hence a different PDK, may result into the selection of different implementation for target function, and accordingly a different design
procedure. As an example, Fig. 5 shows an Echelle Diffraction
Grating (EDG) multiplexer produced in the thick Silicon technology from VTT Finland.
IV.2 From BBs to circuits
A large number of circuits have been produced using generic
technologies and MPW runs since 2007, and salient examples
can be found in the references and literature. Some publicly
disseminated authored by our group, in which the design flow
of Fig. 2 was applied, are shown in Fig. 6. Fig. 6-(a) shows
one of the first successful InP MPW runs devices, a multiwavelength laser for optical label swapping networks [22]
at the COBRA fab, The Netherlands. It was devised after a
table top experiment sized 2 ◊ 1 m2 and operating at 80 kHz.
The PIC however, featured a footprint of 4.8 ◊ 1.5 mm2 and
featured at a speed of 155 Mbps. A second device is show in
Fig. 6-(b), a wavelength tracker in the SOI technology from
IME Singapore, featuring 10 pm resolution, for which strongly
asymmetric MMIs (95:05) were custom designed for loss balancing a MZI, alongside with photo-detectors [23]. Finally a
receiver chip for microwave photonics phase-modulated direct
detection links, incorporating discriminator filter and balanced photo-detector, is shown in Fig. 6-(c), manufactured at
the HHI Germany InP platform [24].

V. Outlook and conclusion
A novel eco-system of generic photonic integration technologies has been born in last decade: foundries offering MPW runs
with PDKs, software vendors providing tools aimed at design
for manufacturing, design houses supplying services, and some
pioneer fabless companies building their products enabled by
all this to the market.
The impact for academic research and start-ups is implicit.
A fabless eco-system allows for research groups not attached to
a fab, to resort to MPWs in these technologies to support their
activities in projects, PhD and MSc students education etc. For
start-ups, the incorporation into the photonics supply chain
is expected to be smoother: instead of starting from scratch
on technology development, they can build upon existing processes and tools and focus on product development.
Novel and improved developments are to be expected in
short time, in terms of packaging solutions, software tools
IEEE Photonics Society NEWSLETTER
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for top-down approach design, IP blocks from desing houses
integrated into the foundries PDKs, and hybrid integration
schemes (InP/SiNx, InP/SOI, …) generic processes offered
through MPW runs.
The path is set mimicking electronics: if outcomes are
similar, a promising future is ahead for generic photonic
integration.
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President’s Column
(continued from page 3)
donations of our members (and other conference attendees) we
have raised so far $8900 for LED lighting units to eliminate
kerosene lamps in Africa and enable learning and study after
nightfall. IPS funds were also donated to Unite-To-Light for
LED lights that were sent to the Philippines and South Africa. As previously mentioned, virtually all of our volunteer
programs and money raising activity will continue into the
future.
Our Chapters around the globe also initiated many activities as part of our IYL 2015 Chapter Challenge. A total of 23
Chapter Outreach Events and 4 Summer Schools were held,
including:
• International Academic Exchanges with China, South
Africa, France
• “School Kids” Challenge at Sydney, Australia
• Sesquicentennial Celebration of James Clark Maxwell at
the University of Illinois
• IYL 2015 Central New Mexico Science & Engineering
Research Challenge
• Two “National India Science Day” Events
• Celebration of the Birthday of Sir CV Raman and the
Raman Effect
• “Photonics Meets Biology” summer school in Greece
• “Frontiers on Neurophotonics” summer school in Quebec,
Canada
• Post Grad Conference/Summer School in Singapore
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Clearly the Photonics Society and our Chapters have leveraged the celebration of IYL to create activities and developed
partnerships for outreach and education.
Was the International Year of Light successful? A major objective when IYL planning was underway was to globally involve the general public; if IYL remained just a celebration for
science and engineering specialists, then IYL would be considered a failure. As I hope I have shown, the IYL events of the past
year succeeded in targeting people at all levels: from preschool
children exposed to science for the first time, to politicians and
diplomats convening meetings on the importance of light technology for economic growth in the future. Many IYL events that
were held covered cultural heritage, art, theatre, and music centered around the theme of light to promote inclusiveness and
unite different communities. I believe this should be considered
the most successful aspect of this United Nations sponsored
global event, and as such IYL can be considered a great success.
However the legacy of IYL is still to be determined: will the
policy makers and national leaders recognize the importance of
light based technologies to the economic well being of nations?
Can we maintain within our Society the momentum and partnerships developed during IYL for the betterment of humanity?
Time will tell. Therefore I urge all IPS members to not only perform their day jobs in photonics research and development, but
also to engage in volunteer education, outreach, and humanitarian activities as a legacy to the International Year of Light.
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Spotlight

Photonics Start-ups 101: I’d love to start my own
company, but…
by Simon Poole

Thank you for starting to read this column - it is intended for anyone and everyJD
2.4%
one with an interest not just in photonics
PhD
10.5%
but in how photonic technologies can be
Postdoctoral
0.8%
commercialised. In particular, it is aimed
Research
MD
0.6%
at those brave, foolhardy, wonderful souls
who are thinking about making the leap
13.8%
MBA
from either within academia or from the
19.0%
Master’s
48.0%
safe environs of a large company and strikBachelor’s
ing out as a founder of a new company.
Associate’s
1.8%
Over the next few issues we’ll be look3.2%
Other
ing at the various ways a start-up comes
into being—whether by taking a research
50
0
10
20
30
40
Percentage
idea out of a University, developing a product from scratch in your garage/co-working
space or even starting a new product division within an existing large company—as Highest level of degree of successful start-up founders (From Wadhwa et al).
well as looking at some of the practical issues unique to start-ups in Photonics.
I was very fortunate to have been an IEEE Distinguished
rocket science and I’ll try and demystify some of the key acLecturer, speaking to the area of photonics start-ups and it is
counting concepts you’ll need in a later column in this series.
these lectures that form the background to this series of a rticles.
… but I’m too old/young to start a company…
One thing to remember is that every company was once
The answer to that is, of course, you’re never too old or too
a start-up. Whether it’s an Apple or a Google, or a photonyoung. We’re bombarded daily by the youth culture of Silicon Valics company like Finisar or Coherent, they were all a start-up,
ley and the rise of the latest wunderkind which sometimes makes
right at the beginning…
it seem like you have to be still in your teens to be a start-up CEO.
… but I’m not smart enough to do a start-up…
On the other hand, research shows that the average age of successI think, given that you’re reading this in the IEEE Photonful start-up founders was 40. From my experience, chronological
ics magazine then you’ve probably got at least one degree,
age is not a pre-determinant for success—the critical requirements
most likely two. Acording to research by Vivek Wadhwa1 of
are a level of maturity in dealing with the world at large and acStanford, 95% of successful start-up founders in high-growth
cess to networks (either your own or your co-founders) which will
industries had bachelor’s degrees, whilst 47% had more adhelp you reach out and successfully market and sell your products.
vanced degrees as well. You’re already well qualified!
… but there’s no market for what I want to do here in my home
… but I don’t know anything about accounting, so how can I run
country. Everyone I want to sell to is in the US…
a business…
Whilst being based in the US can have some advantages in
But I bet you do know how to solve partial differential equaterms of having a large initial market ‘on your doorstep’, the
tions and are probably a whizz with Matlab or another simulaadvent of the internet and the ever-decreasing (in real terms)
tion/modelling program—any or all of which are much harder
cost of international travel, means that there is no excuse in
than accounting, which is mostly about adding up and taking
hiding behind geography. My companies have never sold anyaway correctly. Accounting for start-ups most certainly isn’t
thing here in Australia, where they’ve been based, but we’ve
sold nearly a billion dollars worth of components and subsystems to countries all around the world in the past 20 years. All
1
Wadhwa, Vivek et al, Anatomy of an Entrepreneur: Family Background and
those frequent flyer miles come in handy when you finally do
Motivation (July 7, 2009). Kauffman Foundation Small Research Projects
get the time to have a vacation somewhere nice!
Research. http://dx.doi.org/10.2139/ssrn.1431263
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… but everyone’s doing software…
I agree hardware isn’t quite as
sexy as it was back in the telecom
boom of the late 90’s (see above)
the majority of photonics start-ups
are likely to be hardware-based as
unique hardware can provide a significant market and technological
edge for a new company.
It is possible to do a software
start-up in photonics (see the various modelling companies out there)
but my start-ups have all been
hardware-based (although often
with a LOT of software embedded
in them) and it’s to hardware-based
start-ups that I’ll be addressing the
majority of my thoughts.
So who am I and why am I writing
this?
Raising money was easy during the telecom boom… (from www.thevc.com)
I started out as an electronics engineer working in a large company
(GEC, a UK engineering conglomerate) who went and got a
I left JDSU a few years
PhD—in my case in Optical Fibres—largely because the beer
later to work for a USwas cheaper in a provincial university town that it was in Lonbased VC fund and then in
don where I was living. During my PhD I was fortunate to
2001 co-founded Engana
be involved in the early years of the York group of companies
Pty Ltd, with Steve Frisken, to develop intelligent subsystems for rewhich span out of Southampton University, which gave me
configurable optical networks. Engana is now part of Finisar and has
a taste of the fun that could be had in being involved with a
about 40% of the world market for Wavelength Selective Switches for
start-up
optical networks4. I still work for Finisar and lead a team focussing
I then built a research career—
on entering new markets outside of Finisar’s traditional optical
initially in Southampton Univercommunications business—an example of what is known as “intrapreneurship” which I will talk about in a later article.
sity in the UK and then later startIn the next issue, we’ll look at why the most important thing
ing and running a research group
for any start-up, other than the people involved, is not the technolat Sydney University in Australia.
ogy, but rather the market that exists, or to be more correct will
I left academia and founded my first company2, Indx Pty Ltd,
back in 1995 to make Fibre Bragg Gratings for the then naexist, for your products. Until then, please send any suggestions
scent area of WDM optical communications. Indx was bought
for any aspects of Photonics Entrepreneurship that you’d like to
by Uniphase (now Lumentum via JDSUniphase) for $4M in
see covered in this column to me at simon.b.poole@ieee.org
19973.
Simon Poole (M 1990, F 2001) is a serial entrepreneur and is currently
Director, New Business Ventures at Finisar Australia. He was a member
2
of the team that developed the first EDFAs and fibre lasers at SouthampActually, it was my second, but as the first was making and selling Irish
Calculators to a local joke shop, so that probably doesn’t count.
ton University and has published over 250 papers in journals and confer3
To see how history is written by the winners, see this Forbes article on the
ences. He has founded several companies in photonics and was an IEEE
growth of JDSUniphase.
Distinguished Lecturer on Photonics Start-ups from 2012–2014.
4
Source: Infonetics, 2015
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News
Book Review: Silicon Photonic Design
by Lukas Chrostowski and Michael Hochberg
Reviewed by Atiyeh Zarifi and David Marpaung
Publisher: Cambridge University Press
Print Publication Year:2015
Online Publication Date: April
2015
Online ISBN: 9781316084168
Hardback ISBN: 9781107085459

This book provides a comprehensive introduction to
the field of silicon photonics
design, suitable for students
and researchers who are new
in this area. The simple language together with the practical examples provides a pleasant reading experience. The book has a strong approach towards simulation and it encourages the reader to examine

their understanding by reproducing the scripts provided at
the end of each chapter.
The book starts with a general introduction to silicon photonics design and fabrication aspects (chapter 1-2) and then moves towards individual passive and active components; each section consists of a description about the component’s operating principals
followed by several modeling examples to compare and investigate design’s key points (chapter 3-8). And finally, it looks at photonic circuit design by putting together the individual photonic
components and introducing design and testing tools and more
importantly fabrication problems (chapter 9-12). In general, one
can understand the design flow, fabrication, modeling and testing
silicon photonic circuits by reading through these chapters.
I recommend this book to students and researchers at any
level, who are interested in the field of silicon photonics for the
extremely practical guidelines for understanding silicon photonics circuits and designing them by applying different modeling and design techniques and very useful testing strategies.

The Legacy to Come—the Light Shines on in 2016
By: John Dudley, IYL 2015 Steering Committee Chair
With the year 2015 at a close. Several New Year’s Eve events
included wrap-ups of the International Year of Light and
Light-based Technologies 2015 (IYL 2015) in their celebrations, and the closing ceremony in the presence of UNESCO
leadership will took place in Mexico in February.
But IYL 2015 has been such a runaway success that
many activities worldwide continued for many months
more into 2016: for example, the French national committee has decided to run activities until the end of the French
school year, and the European Commission funded project
LIGHT2015 has seen such a high demand to organize seminars and events within Europe that these will still be running in June 2016.
During IYL 2015, we have seen academic and industry
organizations around the world joining forces to raise awareness of the many ways in which photonics impact our lives in
areas such as energy, education, climate-change, and health.
These efforts have resulted in IYL 2015 being amongst the
most successful and visible of any of UNESCO’s international
observances, with thousands of activities involving millions
of people in more than 100 countries worldwide. Discussions
are now underway internationally to ensure that the resources
16
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and partnerships established over the last two years will continue in the future. Legacy actions planned for the future include both specific on-the-ground outreach such as extension
to UNESCO-ICTP’s Active Learning for Optics and Photonics Programme, as well as more political initiatives promoting
the economic importance of photonics and continuing to fight
against light poverty in developing countries.
April 2016

The IYL 2015 Organizing Committee extends sincere
thanks to all its national partners and contact points, and the
tens of thousands of volunteers of all age groups who have
made the year such a success. There are also many key individuals who have been essential to the behind-the-scenes organization without which the year simply would not have been
the success it has been. It is a great pleasure to acknowledge
the indispensable roles of: Sarah Bucknall, Dorotea Calligaro,
François Cesmat, Ana María Cetto, Eleonora Crotta, David Lee,

Maciej Nalecz, Jean-Paul Ngome Abiaga, Joe Niemela, Martha
Patterson, Krisinda Plenkovich, Jorge Rivero González, Beth
Taylor, Vivian Zaccaria.
The enthusiasm of staff and volunteers for the themes of
light science and its applications is the reason for the success of
IYL 2015. With the International Year now coming to a close,
it is important for us to remember that we must now build on
all that we have achieved so that 2015 is viewed as a foundation for the future rather than simply an end in itself.

Inspired by Light: Reflections from the
International Year of Light 2015 Book
Inspired by Light: Reflections from the
International Year of Light 2015, is a collection of 56 blog posts from researchers,
industry professionals, students, NGO
representatives, a Nobel laureate, and other authors from 24 countries. This book,
published in January 2016 for distribution at the IYL 2015 Closing Ceremony,
was to celebrate the achievements of IYL
2015. Contributions in the book, light in
culture, education, science, and technology with essays that pay homage to the people throughout history who have advanced
light-based technologies, and to the many
ways humanity has been influenced and
inspired by light.
The International Year of Light and
Light-based Technologies 2015 (IYL
2015) was a tremendously successful
global initiative with thousands of events reaching millions of
people in over one hundred countries. A very important activity of the year was providing various forums for members of the

different communities participating on
IYL 2015 to be able to share their different perspectives, both with each other but
also with the wider public. To this end, a
cornerstone action of IYL 2015 has been
the IYL 2015 blog, where volunteers generously took the time to provide a written record of their own involvement with
light science and technology, or their particular involvement with the International
Year of Light.
“I believe these writings and the topics
that they cover gave both a snapshot of the
state of the art of light-based technology and
its many applications, and at the same time
provided a valuable and lasting testament to
the commitment and passion shown by the
international community to celebrate the
International Year of Light,” explained Dr.
John Dudley, Chair of the IYL 2015 Steering Committee.
The book’s reflections can be downloaded at: http://bit.
ly/1OZD9xQ

Germanium-based Photonics Offer Promise for
Novel Sensors and Faster Internet
Mid-infrared light, which has a wavelength longer than visible
light but shorter than microwaves, has many important applications in remote sensing and communication technologies.
Researchers in Japan have demonstrated the successful operation of several new photonic components that can effectively
guide the passage of mid-infrared light. The research may lead
to a faster internet and sensitive detectors for important molecules like carbon dioxide. The team presented their results at
the Optical Fiber Communication Conference and Exhibition
(OFC), held March 20-24 in Anaheim, California, USA.
April 2016

The researchers built the new components from the material germanium (Ge). Like silicon, which is commonly used in
conventional near-infrared photonics, germanium is a group
IV semiconductor, which means it is in the same column of the
periodic table and has similar electrical properties. Germanium
has several properties that make it particularly well-suited to
transmit and guide mid-infrared light, said Jian Kang, a Ph.D.
candidate in the Takagi-Takenaka group in the Department of
Electrical Engineering and Information Systems, University of
Tokyo, Japan.
IEEE Photonics Society NEWSLETTER
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Germanium has high optical transparency in the mid-infrared range so mid-infrared light can easily pass through it.
Compared to silicon, germanium has a number of other optically interesting properties. These include a higher refractive index, which means light passes more slowly through it.
Germanium also has a larger third-order nonlinearity, an optical effect that can be exploited to, for example, amplify or selffocus beams of light. It has a stronger free-carrier effect, which
means charge carrying electrons and holes in the material can
help modulate light. Germanium also has a stronger thermooptic effect than silicon, which means the refractive index can
be more easily controlled with temperature.
“These properties could make Ge-based devices show higher performance or even realize new functionalities in the midinfrared,” said Kang. Furthermore, recent progress on lasers
made from strained-Ge and GeSn-based materials make germanium a promising material for integrating both the light
producing and light steering components on the same photonic chip, Kang said.
Kang and his colleagues designed and tested several fundamental photonic waveguide components made from germanium, including grating couplers, MMI couplers, and micro-ring
resonators. Grating couplers are used to couple light efficiently
from free space into a waveguide, and vice versa, MMI couplers
are used as routers or couplers for light signal processing in the
waveguide, and micro-ring resonators are used to filter certain
wavelengths of light passing through.
The biggest challenge the team faced was controlling the
device fabrication process, including the polishing and etching
of the germanium wafer, Kang said.
“Currently, the Ge device performance may be not as good
as state-of-the-art Si-based ones, because the study of Ge-based
photonic components for mid-infrared is quite new and there
remain many issues in the optimization of the fabrication process,” he said. “Nevertheless, we believe that Ge-based devices
have intrinsic advantages.”

Germanium’s attractive optical properties in the mid-infrared mean that an optimized Ge waveguide could be more compact than a similar silicon device, meaning more chips could
fit into the same space, Kang noted.
Many important molecules, such as carbon dioxide, absorb
and emit light in the mid-infrared when they change vibrational states, so mid-infrared photonics could serve as the basis
for new sensors. Monitoring and detecting carbon emissions,
hidden explosives, and health conditions like liver disease and
cancer are all possible with Ge-based sensors, Kang said.
Ge-based photonic chips also have the potential to increase
the bandwidth of optical fiber communications. “In a general
sense, it can make the internet much faster,” Kang said.
For now, Kang and his colleagues are working on improving their fabrication techniques. Afterwards they plan to build
more devices, such as optical switches, and to integrate a GeSn
laser and Ge waveguide devices onto the same chip.

About OFC
The Optical Fiber Communication Conference and Exposition
(OFC) is the largest global conference and exposition for optical communications and networking professionals. For more
than 40 years, OFC has drawn attendees from all corners of the
globe to meet and greet, teach and learn, make connections
and move business forward.
OFC includes dynamic business programming, an exposition of more than 550 companies, and high impact peer-reviewed research that, combined, showcase the trends and pulse
of the entire optical networking and communications industry. OFC is managed by The Optical Society (OSA) and cosponsored by OSA, the IEEE Communications Society (IEEE/
ComSoc), and the IEEE Photonics Society. OFC 2017 will be
held from 19-23 March 2017 at the Los Angeles Convention
Center, Los Angeles, California, USA.
Originally published by ©2016 Business Wire

“Nick” Cartoon Series by Christopher Doerr
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Careers and Awards
Call for Nominations: IEEE Medals and Recognitions

Image: IEEE

Nominations are due 1 July 2016 for the 2017 IEEE Medals and
Recognitions. IEEE Medals are the highest recognition within the
IEEE awards hierarchy, with the prestigious IEEE Medal of Honor
as the premier award. IEEE Medals embrace broad and significant
contributions within the technical fields of interest of IEEE.
IEEE Recognitions reward member’s individual contributions to IEEE, published papers, and corporate advancements
within the IEEE fields of interest.
All IEEE members are encouraged to submit a nomination
for a worthy candidate within their technical fields.
For more information visit http://www.ieee.org/awards or
email awards@ieee.org.

2016 Graduate Student Fellowship Program:
Applications are now being Accepted
IEEE PHOTONICS SOCIETY 2016 Graduate
Student Fellowship Program
The IEEE PHOTONICS SOCIETY established the Graduate
Student Fellowship Program to provide Graduate Fellowships
to outstanding Photonics Society student members pursuing
graduate education within the Photonics Society field of interest (photonics, electro-optics, lasers, optics, or closely related
fields). Up to ten Fellowships of $1,000 each will be awarded,
based on the student membership in each of the main geographical regions:
Americas
Europe/Mid-East/Africa
Asia/Pacific
Prize: Up to ten Fellowships of $1,000 each will be awarded
this year. A complimentary conference registration will be
available to each Fellowship recipient to attend the IEEE Photonics Conference for the award presentation.
Eligibility: Fellowship applicants must be an active IEEE Photonics Society student member pursuing a graduate education within
the Photonics Society field of interest. Students should normally be
in their penultimate year of study at the time of application and be
planning to submit their thesis on a timescale of 6 to 18 months
after the application is submitted (i.e. those applying in May 2016
would normally expect to defend their thesis during 2017).
Schedule: Application packages are due to the Photonics Society
Executive Office, 445 Hoes Lane, Piscataway, NJ 08854 by 30 May.
Electronic submissions are accepted via: PhotonicsAwards@
ieee.org.
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The ten Fellowship recipients will be notified by 30 July of
the same year. The Fellowships will be presented at the IEEE
Photonics Conference.
Fellowship Application Package Requirements:
• Cover letter to include name, address, email, IEEE member number, expected date of submission of the thesis,
and a listing of any activities related to Photonics Society,
along with the names and contact information of two
references.
• A one-page CV, including all degrees received and dates.
• One copy of educational transcripts.
• A 300-word statement of purpose describing the student’s research project and interests. The statement is to
include the background to the project, what the student
has achieved so far and how the research will be continued
and developed by the student over the rest of the project
• A list of the student’s publications with the most significant paper indicated and a 100-word description of the
significance of the paper. Please include IEEE Photonics
Society journal publications if any.
• Two reference letters from individuals familiar with the
student’s research and educational credentials.
• Note that additional information and submissions over the
specified word count will not be forwarded to the evaluating committee.
Guidelines have been established for the 2016 application process.
Please check the Photonics Society web for more details (www.
PhotonicsSociety.org). Submission information is now available.
For more information contact: PhotonicsAwards@ieee.org
April 2016

CALL FOR NOMINATIONS
IEEE Photonics Society 2016 Distinguished Service Award
Nomination deadline: 30 April 2016
The Distinguished Service Award was established to recognize an exceptional
individual contribution of service that has had significant benefit to the membership of
the IEEE Photonics Society as a whole. This level of service will often include serving
the Society in several capacities or in positions of significant responsibility. Candidates
should be members of the Photonics Society. The award is presented at the IEEE
Photonics Conference formerly known as the IEEE Photonics Society Annual Meeting.
Nomination Form

Previous Recipients
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IEEE PHOTONICS SOCIETY—CALL FOR NOMINATIONS
2017 JOHN TYNDALL AWARD
2017 YOUNG INVESTIGATOR AWARD
Nominations are now being accepted for the 2017 John Tyndall Award.
This award, which is jointly sponsored by the IEEE Photonics Society, the Optical Society, and is endowed by Corning, Inc.,
is presented to a single individual who has made outstanding contributions in any area of lightwave technology, including
optical fibers and cables, the optical components employed in fiber systems, as well as the transmission systems employing
fibers. With the expansion of this technology, many individuals have become worthy of consideration. Nomination deadline
is 10 August, 2016.
Nominations are now being accepted for the 2017 Young Investigator Award.
The Young Investigator Award was established to honor an individual who has made outstanding technical contributions to
photonics (broadly defined) prior to his or her 35th birthday. Nominees must be under 35 years of age on Sept. 30th of the
year in which the nomination is made. Nomination deadline is 30 September, 2016.
The nomination form(s), awards information and a list of previous recipients are available on the Photonics Society web site:
http://www.photonicssociety.org/award-info
http://www.photonicssociety.org/award-winners
April 2016
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Membership
IEEE Photonics at the IYL 2015 Closing Ceremony
Throughout 2015, the International Year of Light 2015 (IYL
2015) was a global initiative that attracted thousands of lightbased science events and reached millions of people in over a
hundred countries. The initiative was brought to an official
close with a ceremony held over three days, from 4-6 February
2016, in Mérida, Mexico. Over 500 members of the International Year of Light community, from amongst the diplomatic,
scientific and business sectors around the world, attended the
closing.
The IEEE Photonics Society participated in the Closing exhibition by demonstrating how the Society’s volunteers contributed to the year by raising awareness through direct action. As advocates representing the IEEE around the world,
our volunteers and chapters played a key role in IYL 2015
through Educational Activities, Community Outreach and
Humanitarian Initiatives. Community Outreach & Development Manager, Lauren Mecum, explained throughout the IYL
2015 Closing’s festivities how the Society performed Summer
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Schools, Young Scientist Workshops, and Student Outreach
Ambassador programs to encourage careers in photonics and
introduce young minds to the light sciences.
Attendees also learned how the Society’s chapters participated by holding various educational events and competitions
at their local universities. How the Women in Photonics program and its affinity groups held events to inspire the next
generation of women in light sciences and address issues of
gender balance in STEM.
During the conference’s workshop period, staff displayed
information on its humanitarian collaboration with Solar Aid,
an international charity that combats poverty by providing
remote regions of Africa with solar lights. The IEEE Photonics Society partnered with SolarAid to start a “Speed of Light”
Campaign, an online donation platform. Over 598 million
people in Africa do not have access to electricity. Without
electricity families have no clean source of light, leaving millions to rely on expensive and dangerous alternatives. Many use
homemade kerosene lamps, which are a poor source of light
and emit toxic black smoke.
Mecum showed attendees how SolarAid, by contrast to
kerosene, was providing solar light solutions. Just one solar
light will save a family nearly $200, enable an extra 1200
hours of study and avert half a ton of CO2. To date, IEEE
Photonics Society members have raised nearly $9K towards
this campaign.
The Closing Ceremony program was opened with messages
from UN, UNESCO and IYL 2015 leaders, and an impressive
range of speakers. Keynote lectures, round-tables and hands-on
lectures, covered areas of basic science, technology, development, lighting solutions in society, art & culture, the history of
science, and science policy.
The conference’s interactive activities also included tours
of Merida, Mexico and the history of light behind the Mayans. The final plenary talk was given in front of Chichen Itza,
which ended in a light and sound show titled, “KUKULKÁN
NIGHTS.”

April 2016

Building Member Value by Developing
“Technical Communities”
Prior to 2013, IEEE Photonics Society focused on a traditional membership count
as a means of reaching and engaging the
photonics and optics community. In recent
years, the Society’s Membership Council
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IEEE Photonics Society now has both.
and Regular Members
Today, through social media, new eduPhotonics Technical Community
cational programs, networking tools, and
(Professional, Volunteers, Industry, Other IEEE, Engaged Public)
improved chapter relations the IEEE Photonics Society has extended its reach and
Global Society
(General Public, K-12 Students, Other IEEE, Government Leaders)
can quantify its impact in the community
far beyond just “membership count”. Current trends, in similar professional associations and within the IEEE at large, are
shifting to the idea of building “technical communities” as
Pro” trainings, soft skill seminars, educational workshops, and
well. Membership is not a necessity for engaging in or even
interactive digital content, i.e. MOOCs and WebXs. Voluntaking advantage of many IEEE core products and services.
teers have developed a new focus on Pre-University Outreach.
One of the first tactical changes in order to make the shift to
This past fall in conjunction with IEEE Day 2015, the Society
communities was to restructure the IEEE Photonics Society’s
held an “Introduce a Girl to Photonics Week”, “Wonders of
Membership Council. In the past, the council was made up of
Light: Smithsonian Family Science Fair” & online Professional
8-10 Associate Vice Presidents who focused on geographical
Development Workshops for STEM educators.
areas around the world. Those volunteers then had to become
Over the last few years, the IEEE Photonics Society leaderexperts on each of the Society’s initiatives and share the Sociship has also held various Chapter Leadership Forums around
ety’s offerings with the chapters within their region. An overthe world and supported Developing Nations, i.e. Africa, India
whelming task for one person.
and South America, to ignite grassroots mobilization in areas
Under the leadership of Vice President of Membership Dr.
of need. In turn, the efforts have increased volunteer opportuPaul Juodawlkis, the council reorganized and sought after Asnities and exposed photonics to more diverse populations.
sociate Vice Presidents that would eventually become outreach
The IEEE Photonics Society has even started to focus on
experts on specific strategic outreach areas, such as Educahumanitarian initiatives. For example, the SolarAid “Speed of
tion, Student Membership, Member Advancement, Diversity,
Light” campaign, online donation platform to raise awareness
Young Professionals, Communications, Global Strategy, and
about the negative effects of kerosene in Africa vs. the solar
Sector Relations. The goal was to find volunteers who were
solution. Campaign provides the Society’s membership with
passionate about each of the target areas and proudly serve as
an improved sense of well-being through direct giving and inadvocates for their specific outreach topic. Now the council has
creased social awareness.
a full roster of volunteers, who in 2015 led more than 300+
By not focusing solely on driving our outreach efforts
new educational activities.
through increasing membership, rather by offering social valFor example, the Society has grown its portfolio of eduue, the Society has increased its membership by 5%, January
cational offerings at conferences, such as creating “Photonics
2016/YOY.
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IEEE Young Professionals Lunch & Learn at OFC 2016
The IEEE Photonics Society and IEEE Communications
Society co-sponsored an “IEEE Young Professionals Lunch
& Learn” at OFC 2016 in Anaheim, CA aimed at students,
young professionals up to 15 years post-graduation and their
professors in the photonics and optics community. With the
impression that soft skills are rapidly becoming the hard
skills of today’s work force, this event provided Young Professionals with an opportunity to better hone the interpersonal skills needed and receive professional advice beyond
the classroom or lab.
The event included 30 minutes of
networking over lunch prior to a talk
given by distinguished guest speaker,
Dr. Simon Poole, on “Confessions of a
Serial Entrepreneur: 30 Years of Photonic Start-ups in Academia and Industry.” Within Dr. Poole’s talk, he
explained how every company—even
the largest household names such as
Google or Apple or even IBM—begins
life as a start–up.

He drew on his own experiences. The presentation looked
at how some of the companies and research groups in which
Dr. Poole has been involved got started, what they did and
how they subsequently developed and thrived. The presentation aimed to inspire researchers and young professionals who
are considering how to commercialize their research to take the
next steps and move out of the research lab and into the brave
new world of commercialization.
Associate Vice President Dr. Meredith Hutchinson, from the
Naval Research Laboratory, went on to explain the IEEE’s Young
Professionals program and activities it holds throughout the year
to encourage and engage graduate students and professionals who
are new the photonics workforce. Event had 70+ photonics professionals in attendance and was sponsored by Finisar.
To learn more about the IEEE Young Professionals program,
email Photonics Society@ieee.org.

Professor Jagadish Appointed a Companion of the
Order of Australia
IEEE Photonics Society Fellow, Dr. Chennupati Jagadish, has
been awarded Australia’s highest honor for his service to physics and engineering. Professor Jagadish was appointed a Companion of the Order of Australia (AC) for eminent service to
physics and engineering, particularly in the field of nanotechnology, to education as a leading academic, researcher, author
and mentor, and through executive roles with national and international scientific advisory institutions.
Professor Jagadish said he was humbled and grateful for this
honor, “This is a wonderful recognition for 25 plus years of work
with my research group at the ANU,” said Professor Jagadish,
who works on semiconductor optoelectronics and nanotechnology.
Professor Jagadish has a passion for turning physics experiments into practical technology that benefits the poorest

people in the world. That passion last year earned Professor
Jagadish a prestigious fellowship of the National Academy of
Inventors (NAI) in the United States.
In 2015, Professor Jagadish and his wife Dr Vidya Jagadish
set up a new endowment fund provide researchers and students
from the developing world to the world-class facilities at Australian National University (ANU).
Professor Jagadish paid tribute to the many people who
had contributed to his research career, from students to international collaborators. “It is a privilege and pleasure to work
with enthusiastic colleagues who are passionate about what
they do,” he said.
Jagadish is a professor of physics at the Australian National
University, where he has supervised more than 40 doctoral students from Australia and overseas. He is also the vice-president
of the Australian Academy of Science and founded the Australian
Nanotechnology Network, which has more than 1,400 members.
He stated: “Stem education [science, technology, education
and mathematics] is absolutely critical, not only for science but
for the country. I’m very passionate about that. A Stem-trained
workforce is critical if you want to develop innovative industries, technologies and a knowledge-based economy.”
Jagadish hopes his award will increase awareness of the value of science, even if it means more work.
*Originally published by The Australian National University
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UTA Engineer Earns NSF Grant to Develop
Optofluidic Laser to Better Detect Diseases
An electrical engineer, Yuze
“Alice” Sun, at The University of
Texas at Arlington is developing
an all-liquid optofluidic laser that
could better detect cancer in the
comfort of a doctor’s office. The
new generation laser also could be
used for other biosensing applications and fundamental biological
and medical research as well. The
National Science Foundation has
awarded a five-year, $500,000 Faculty Early Career Development or
CAREER Program grant to Sun, a
UTA assistant professor of electrical
engineering, to create technology
that will lead to a versatile biosensing platform featuring exceptional
detection sensitivity, selectivity and
throughput.
Most lasers are semiconductorbased and require solid material to create cavities to confine
light. In optofluidic lasers, two-phase liquids are controlled
using microfluidics and nanofluidics to form a highly efficient
optical microcavity. The all-liquid nature makes the laser adaptive and achieves high-precision tuning in an unprecedented
manner.
“Optofluidic lasers are unique because the microlaser can
be achieved through ‘smart’ self-assembly at the liquid-liquid
interface,” Sun said. “Because of this unique structure, the optofluidic laser is biocompatible and biocon figurable. It could
eventually be applied to in-vivo biosensing, although this is
beyond the scope of the current project.”
Sun said she initially will explore using the optofluidic laser
to detect biomarkers for cancer diagnosis and possibly other
genetic disorders at the molecular and cellular level. “This
could someday lead to the creation of a point-of-care platform
for clinicians to use in an office, rather than having to send
samples away for analysis,” she said.
Sun’s CAREER Award is a personal feather in her cap, but
also reflects a greater commitment to innovative, transformative research at UTA, said Duane Dimos, the University’s vice
president for research. “Dr. Sun’s CAREER Award represents
the NSF’s stamp of approval of her status as a rising star in
her field. Her work shows the sophistication of a seasoned researcher and is a stellar example of UTA’s impact on health
and the human condition,” Dimos said. “The University also
is committed to making technological advancements that help
people live longer, healthier and happier lives, and her research
exemplifies this commitment.”
Sun’s work is representative of how UTA is advancing research
in the area of health and the human condition under the Strategic
Plan 2020: Bold Solutions | Global Impact. She is one of two
April 2016

UTA CAREER Award winners to be announced so far this year:
Yi Hong, an assistant bioengineering professor, also has received
a five-year, $500,000 NSF CAREER Award for a project titled,
“Dopant-free conductive bioelastomer development.”
Including her CAREER Award, Sun has been the primary
investigator on research grants totaling more than $900,000
since beginning her career in 2013. She has been involved with
several other projects totaling nearly $1 million as a co-principal investigator in that time. Her research interests include
optofluidic biomedical and chemical sensing; nanophotonics
and biophotonics; microfluidics and point-of-care devices; and
bio-inspired photonic devices and systems.
Sun is the Chapter Chair of IEEE Photonics Society Fort
Worth Chapter. She was a visiting research fellow at the National Institutes of Health after earning her doctoral degree
at the University of Michigan -- Ann Arbor in 2011, and has
authored or co-authored more than 25 journal articles. Sun
is a recipient of Ralph E. Powe Junior Faculty Enhancement
Award, ORAU, in 2015.
Sun’s arrival bolstered UTA’s work in photonics, which features leaders in the field such as Robert Magnusson, Weidong
Zhou and Michael Vasilyev. Combined, the three professors
have been responsible for about 40 patents and patent applications, and more than $6 million in research funding as primary
investigators. They are each Fellows of professional organizations in their field.
Currently, Sun is principal investigator and Zhou is co-PI on
a $400,000 NSF grant to develop a handheld device that could
analyze a person’s breath to reveal whether certain dangerous
gases are present that need more immediate medical attention.
*Excerpts for UT Arlington
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Member Discounts Are Now Available
Get your finances organized for 2016! Through WealthView from myFinancial Wellness for
IEEE Members, you can set up your own personal financial website to track all your investments and personal finances in one place. You can track your spending, use advanced budgeting tools and get organized for the new year.
Register today!

IEEE Members can Save BIG
Wondering why IEEE’s Member group term life
insurance has been a favorite benefit for 53 years?
IEEE sponsors a wide range of insurance plans
through the IEEE Member Group Insurance Program.
What sets this program apart from others is the role
IEEE plays as an advocate for its participating members. You can rest assured that the insurance plans offered to you are IEEE approved member benefits. In
conjunction with the licensed advisors of Mercer Consumer, IEEE and Mercer Consumer conduct member
satisfaction surveys, collect input from IEEE volunteers and work closely with the IEEE professional staff
to ensure that the coverage offered to you remains a
great value, at every stage of your career. As a result,
you can trust that IEEE member benefits deliver a dependable balance of solid protection at money-saving
group rates.
As an IEEE member, you’re entitled to take advantage of this valuable portfolio of member benefit insurance options.
Thousands of technology professionals have used
the IEEE Member Group Insurance Program as a convenient,
cost-effective addition to their family’s financial plan more than

IEEE members save big.

Get discounts on:
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Technology

Home/Office

Travel

Insurance

LEARN MORE

IEEE

50 years. At Mercer Consumer, we look forward to helping to
protect your financial future as well.
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Conferences

IEEE Photonics Society
2016 Conferences

29th Annual Conference of the IEEE Photonics Society
2-6 October 2016
Hilton Waikoloa Village
Waikoloa, Hawaii USA
Paper Submission Deadline: 1 May 2016
www.IPC-IEEE.org

OFC 2016

13th International Conference on
Group IV Photonics

20-24 March 2016
Anaheim Convention Center

24-26 August 2016

Anaheim, California USA

Grand Kempinski Hotel Shanghai

www.OFCconference.org

Shanghai, China

5th Optical Interconnects
Conference
9-11 May 2016
Hyatt Regency Mission Bay Spa & Marina
San Diego, California USA

Paper Submission Deadline: 10 April 2016
www.GFP-IEEE.org

25th International Semiconductor
Laser Conference
12-15 September
Kobe Meriken Park Oriental Hotel

www.OI-IEEE.org

Kobe, Japan
Paper Submission Deadline: 9 May 2016

CLEO 2016

www.ISLC2016.org

5-10 June 2016
San Jose Convention Center

13th Avionics and Vehicle Fiber-Optics

San Jose, California USA

and Photonics Conference

www.CLEOconference.org

and
International Topical Meeting on

Summer Topicals Meeting Series

Microwave Photonics

11-13 July 2016

(Co-Location)

Newport Beach Marriott

31 October—3 November 2016

Newport Beach, California USA

Hilton Long Beach

Paper Submission Deadline: 3 April 2016
www.SUM-IEEE.org

Long Beach, California USA
Paper Submission Deadline: 19 June 2016
www.AVFOPandMWP.org

For more information, visit: www.PhotonicsConferences.org
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Welcome to The
25th Interna�onal Semiconductor Laser Conference (ISLC2016)
September 12‐15 2016, Submission Deadline: May 9, 2015
The IEEE Interna�onal Semiconductor Laser Conference (ISLC) has a long tradi�on as the leading interna�on‐
al conference where researchers and engineers from all over the world meet to share and discuss the latest
development in semiconductor laser, ampliers and LED’s. The 25th IEEE Interna�onal Semiconductor Laser
Conference will be held at the Kobe Meriken Park Oriental Hotel on the seafront in Kobe Japan from 12‐15
September 2016. The conference will include both oral and posters sessions of contributed and invited pa‐
pers, as well as a plenary session compromising reviews on a number of important and �mely topics. A rump
session will feature special topics of current interest for discussion in a more relaxed and open atmosphere.
In addi�on a�endees will be able to par�cipate in workshops on the current hot topics during the rst day of
the conference. Technical results on all aspects of semiconductor lasers, ampliers, LEDs and integrated de‐
vices, from the basic physics of new materials and structures to new and improved device concepts are wel‐
comed. The success of the ISLC conference depends on a large extent on your contribu�ons and ac�ve par�c‐
ipa�on. We strongly encourage you to a�end the conference and submit your most recent results.

Commi�ee
General Chair Yuchi Tohmori (Tsurugi‐Photonics Founda�on)
Program Chair Kent D. Choque�e (University of Illinois)
North American Area Chair Luke Mawst (University of Wisconsin)
European Area Chair Paul Crump (Ferdinand‐Braun‐Ins�tut Leibniz‐Ins�tut für Höchs�requenztechnik)
Asia/Australia Area Chair Akihiko Kasukawa (Furukawa electric Co, LTD)
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Publications

Announcement of an Issue of the IEEE/OSA
Journal of Lightwave Technology on:

OPTICAL INTERCONNECTS

** Submission Deadline: July 15th, 2015 **
The IEEE/OSA Journal of Lightwave Technology invites manuscript submissions in the area of Optical
Interconnects. This special issue of the IEEE Journal of Lightwave Technology on Optical Interconnects
covers many of the leading edge technologies and research that may lead to answers to some of the key
interconnect bottleneck questions and provide solutions that can be leveraged in future generations of
products. This special issue will be coupled to the 2015 IEEE OI conference. The topics of this special issue
represent a broad mix of systems and devices, demos and implementations that both address major issues
and advance the state-of-the-art in short-reach optical interconnects for datacom.
 bandwidth density
 energy per bit, measured end-to-end at electrical interfaces with 10-12 or 10-15 BER
 embedded, as well as board edge optics.
 all waveguide types including multidirectional, hollow, plastic, PMF etc.
 low-cost high-volume integration, assembly, package and test
 low latency, FEC
 effective modulation formats and supporting technology (PAM4, 16QAM, PPM, etc.)
 integration platforms including chip stack, flip chip, wafer and chip bond, hybrid solutions
 power and bandwidth adaptive technologies
 optical switching, cut through and router bypass
 software defined optical networking
 signal quality, BW and power trade offs
Candidate technologies include III-V, Si photonics and VCSELs, comb-, pulsed- and CW-lasers,
Modulation formats of any kind provided needed support electronics are feasible.

The Guest Editors for this issue are: Qinfen Hao, Huawei, Shenzhen, China 518129; Wei Jiang, Rutgers
University, Piscataway, NJ, USA 08854; Samuel Palermo, Texas A&M University, College Station, TX,
USA 77843; Ben Yoo, University of California – Davis, Davis, CA, USA 95616
The deadline for submission of manuscripts is July 15th 2015. Please submit your paper to:
http://mc.manuscriptcentral.com/jlt-ieee and under Manuscript Type, select “Optical Interconnects
2016”. Unedited preprints of accepted manuscripts are normally posted online on IEEE Xplore within 1
week of authors uploading their final files in the ScholarOne Manuscripts submission system. The final
copy-edited and XML-tagged version of a manuscript is posted on IEEE Xplore as soon as proofs are sent in
by authors. This version replaces the preprint and is usually posted well before the hardcopy of the issue is
published. Hardcopy Publication is scheduled for May/June 2016. All submissions will be reviewed in
accordance with the normal procedures of the Journal. All questions should be sent to IEEE Photonics
Society, Doug Hargis, d.hargis@ieee.org
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Call for Papers
Announcing an Issue of the IEEE
JOURNAL OF SELECTED TOPICS IN QUANTUM ELECTRONICS on

Photonics for Sensing

Submission Deadline: June 1, 2016
Hard Copy Publication: March/April 2017
The IEEE Journal of Selected Topics in Quantum Electronics (JSTQE) invites manuscript submissions in the area of
Photonics for Sensing. The special issue of JSTQE aims to highlight the recent progress and trends in photonic technologies
for various sensing applications. Light has long been used for sensing, metrology, imaging, and measurement in human history.
The inventions of semiconductor sources and detectors, optical fibers and integrated optical waveguides in the last century have
led to the emergence of photonics. In the past few decades, the research and development in photonics has experienced a
significant growth, partially fuelled by its broad applications for accurate measurement of a wide variety of physical, chemical
and biological quantities. The latest advancements in new functional materials, high precision three dimensional (3D) micro and
nano fabrication techniques, and ultrafast and high power lasers have also greatly broadened the scope and possibility of
photonics to embrace many subfields such as whispering gallery mode microresonators, optofluidics, surface plasmon
resonance, surface plasmon polaritons, photonic crystals, metamaterials, etc. Consequently, the optical sensor field has quietly
gone through a revolutionary transition from the traditional discrete bulk optics to today’s integrated photonic devices and
structures with enhanced performance, functionalities, strengthened robustness, improved reliability and reduced cost. In this
special issue, manuscripts submissions are encouraged to share the latest progress and achievements in photonic technologies
for sensing applications. Papers are solicited on, but not limited to, the following areas:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Design, characterization, packaging and demonstration of novel photonic devices and structures for sensing applications
New photonic functional and structural materials for sensing applications
Novel methods to fabricate photonic sensors and key sensor components
Novel distributed sensing and networking methods
Novel photonic sensing mechanisms, sensor interrogation and signal processing methods
Investigation, characterization and mitigation of environmental effects, including harsh environments, using photonics
Multimodality and functional enhancement/expansion through integration of other functions such as nanomaterials and
microfluidics with photonic devices and structures for sensing applications

The Primary Guest Editor for this issue is Hai Xiao, Clemson University, USA. The Guest Editors are: Yunjiang Rao, University
of Electronics Science and Technology of China; Xudong Fan, University of Michigan, USA; Francisco J. Arregui, Public
University of Navarre, Spain; Xiaoyi Bao, University of Ottawa, Canada; Gerard Wysocki, Princeton University, USA.
Unedited preprints of accepted manuscripts are normally posted online on IEEE Xplore within 1 week of the final files being uploaded
by the author(s) on ScholarOne Manuscripts. Posted preprints have digital object identifiers (DOIs) assigned to them and are fully
citable. Once available, the preprints are replaced by final copy-edited and XML-tagged versions of manuscripts on IEEE Xplore. This
usually occurs well before the hardcopy publication date. These final versions have article numbers assigned to them to accelerate the
online publication; the same article numbers are used for the print versions of JSTQE.
For inquiries, please contact:
IEEE Photonics Society JSTQE Editorial Office - Chin Tan Lutz (Phone: 732-465-5813, Email: c.tanlutz@ieee.org)
The following documents are required during the mandatory online submission at: http://mc.manuscriptcentral.com/jstqe-pho.
1) PDF or MS Word manuscript (double column format, up to 12 pages for an invited paper, up to 8 pages for a contributed paper).
Manuscripts over the standard page limit will have an overlength charge of $220.00 per page imposed. Biographies of all authors are
mandatory, photographs are optional. See the Tools for Authors link:
www.ieee.org/web/publications/authors/transjnl/index.html.
2) MS Word document with full contact information for all authors as indicated below:
Last name (Family name), First name, Suffix (Dr./Prof./Ms./Mr.), Affiliation, Department, Address, Telephone, Facsimile, Email.
JSTQE uses the iThenticate software to detect instances of overlapping and similar text in submitted manuscripts and previously
published papers. Authors should ensure that relevant previously published papers are cited and that instances of similarity are justified
by clearly stating the distinction between a submitted paper and previous publications.
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Call for Papers
Announcing an Issue of the IEEE
JOURNAL OF SELECTED TOPICS IN QUANTUM ELECTRONICS on

Terahertz Photonics

Submission Deadline: October 1, 2016
Hard Copy Publication: July/August 2017
The IEEE Journal of Selected Topics in Quantum Electronics invites manuscripts that document the current state-of-the-art in Terahertz
Photonics. Terahertz radiation, as generally defined in the frequency range of 0.3–10 THz, has attracted tremendous interest owing to
potential applications in imaging and spectroscopy for medical diagnostics and biology, broadband communications, security, defense, and nondestructive testing. Terahertz radiation falls between microwaves and light and shares some characteristics of both regimes. This intermediate
nature of terahertz radiation that bridges electronics and photonics has made it an important area of research with a broad range of applications
giving it an advantage over electromagnetic radiation in other frequency regimes. Terahertz radiation is sensitive to charged quasiparticles and
has distinct spectral signatures that have enabled an accurate study of phonon resonances and intraband transitions in two-dimensional
materials such as graphene. The properties of graphene in the terahertz domain have facilitated active terahertz photonic devices including
metamaterial and plasmonic resonators. Recent developments have also demonstrated terahertz radiation-based spin manipulation and
superconductivity in materials. Better performing terahertz sources have enabled either higher output powers, narrower pulses, or broader
frequency ranges. Several measurement techniques based on terahertz spectroscopy are now employed for fundamental materials research
giving rise to many interesting findings.
Our special issue aims at highlighting all developments in the broad area of THz photonics. We will consider theoretical, numerical, and
experimental papers that cover but are not limited to these topics:
(A1)
(A2)
(A3)
(A4)
(A5)
(A6)
(A7)
(A8)

Advances in THz sources and detectors
Unique spectroscopic techniques and systems
Progress in THz imaging, sensing, and communications
New phenomena in THz metamaterials, plasmonics, waveguides, photonic crystals, phonons, and nonlinearities
Novel THz materials, such as ferroelectrics, superconductors, nanostructures, and low- and two-dimensional materials
THz interactions with matter
Development of THz devices, components, and systems
Applications of THz radiation in physical and life sciences and industries

The Primary Guest Editor for this issue is Weili Zhang, Oklahoma State University, USA and the Guest Editors are Seongsin M. Kim,
University of Alabama, USA; Ranjan Singh, Nanyang Technological University, Singapore; Masayoshi Tonouchi, Osaka University, Japan;
Chao Zhang, University of Wollongong, Australia.
The deadline for submission of manuscripts is October 1, 2016. Hardcopy publication of the issue is scheduled for July/August 2017.
Unedited preprints of accepted manuscripts are normally posted online on IEEE Xplore within 1 week of the final files being uploaded by the
author(s) on ScholarOne Manuscripts. Posted preprints have digital object identifiers (DOIs) assigned to them and are fully citable. Once
available, the preprints are replaced by final copy-edited and XML-tagged versions of manuscripts on IEEE Xplore. This usually occurs well
before the hardcopy publication date. These final versions have article numbers assigned to them to accelerate the online publication; the same
article numbers are used for the print versions of JSTQE.
For inquiries, please contact:
IEEE Photonics Society JSTQE Editorial Office - Chin Tan Lutz (Phone: 732-465-5813, Email: c.tanlutz@ieee.org)
The following document are required during the mandatory online submission at: http://mc.manuscriptcentral.com/jstqe-pho.
1) PDF or MS Word manuscript (double column format, up to 12 pages for an invited paper, up to 8 pages for a contributed paper).
Manuscripts over the standard page limit will have an overlength charge of $220.00 per page imposed. Biographies of all authors are
mandatory, photographs are optional. Figures and tables should be embedded in print ready format. See the Tools for Authors link:
www.ieee.org/web/publications/authors/transjnl/index.html.
JSTQE uses the iThenticate software to detect instances of overlapping and similar text in submitted manuscripts and previously published
papers. Authors should ensure that relevant previously published papers are cited and that instances of similarity are justified by clearly stating
the distinction between a submitted paper and previous publications.
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Call for Papers
Announcing an Issue of the IEEE
JOURNAL OF SELECTED TOPICS IN QUANTUM ELECTRONICS on

Semiconductor Nanocrystal Optoelectronics
Submission Deadline: December 1, 2016
Hard Copy Publication: September/October 2017
The IEEE Journal of Selected Topics in Quantum Electronics (JSTQE) invites manuscript submissions in the area of

Semiconductor Nanocrystal Optoelectronics. The purpose of this issue of JSTQE is to highlight recent progress and trends in the
optoelectronic characteristics and applications of crystalline semiconductor nanoparticles. These nanomaterials, of
dimensions below 100nm and more typically in the 1-10nm range, are based primarily on II-VI, III-V or Group IV
semiconductors and exhibit attractive size-dependent optical and electronic properties. They can be variously functionalized for
solution processing and/or heterogeneous integration, facilitating a diverse range of thin films and other structures with
customized absorption, emission and energy transfer properties. Moreover, they can be readily incorporated into a range of
photonic crystal and microcavity structures to control light-matter interactions. Optoelectronic applications for these nanocrystals
include use as fluorescent labels for biosensing, in new forms of light-emitting diode and display technology, in novel lasers
including those in mechanically flexible formats, and in solar cells. Specific areas of interest include (but are not limited to):
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Emerging semiconductor nanocrystal structures, shapes, surface functionalization and materials combinations
Development of nanocomposites, hybrid integration and artificial heterostructures incorporating semiconductor nanocrystals
Linear and nonlinear optical properties of semiconductor nanocrystals
Tailoring excitonic properties in semiconductor nanocrystals for efficient light-generation and harvesting
Self-assembly of semiconductor nanocrystals and their electronic and photonic properties
Semiconductor nanocrystal light emitting diodes and lasers
Sensors incorporating semiconductor nanocrystals
Applications of semiconductor nanocrystals in solar cells and energy harvesting

The Primary Guest Editor for this issue is Martin Dawson, University of Strathclyde, Glasgow, UK and Fraunhofer UK. The Guest
Editors are: Hilmi Volkan Demir, Bilkent University, Turkey and Nanyang Technological University, Singapore; Yajie Dong,
University of Central Florida, USA; Andrey Rogach, City University of Hong Kong; Pavlos Lagoudakis, University of Southampton,
UK
Unedited preprints of accepted manuscripts are normally posted online on IEEE Xplore within 1 week of the final files being uploaded by the
author(s) on ScholarOne Manuscripts. Posted preprints have digital object identifiers (DOIs) assigned to them and are fully citable. Once
available, the preprints are replaced by final copy-edited and XML-tagged versions of manuscripts on IEEE Xplore. This usually occurs well
before the hardcopy publication date. These final versions have article numbers assigned to them to accelerate the online publication; the
same article numbers are used for the print versions of JSTQE.
For inquiries, please contact:
IEEE Photonics Society JSTQE Editorial Office - Chin Tan Lutz (Phone: 732-465-5813, Email: c.tanlutz@ieee.org)
The following documents are required during the mandatory online submission at: http://mc.manuscriptcentral.com/jstqe-pho.
1) PDF or MS Word manuscript (double column format, up to 12 pages for an invited paper, up to 8 pages for a contributed paper).
Manuscripts over the standard page limit will have an overlength charge of $220.00 per page imposed. Biographies of all authors are
mandatory, photographs are optional. See the Tools for Authors link:
www.ieee.org/web/publications/authors/transjnl/index.html.
2) MS Word document with full contact information for all authors as indicated below:
Last name (Family name), First name, Suffix (Dr./Prof./Ms./Mr.), Affiliation, Department, Address, Telephone, Facsimile, Email.
JSTQE uses the iThenticate software to detect instances of overlapping and similar text in submitted manuscripts and previously published
papers. Authors should ensure that relevant previously published papers are cited and that instances of similarity are justified by clearly stating
the distinction between a submitted paper and previous publications.
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accuracy. Be sure to let our advertisers know you
found them through the IEEE Photonics Society
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Photonics Society
Mission Statement
Photonics Society shall advance the interests
of its members and the laser, optoelectronics,
and photonics professional community by:
• providing opportunities for information
exchange, continuing education, and
professional growth;
• publishing journals, sponsoring conferences, and supporting local chapter and
student activities;
• formally recognizing the professional
contributions of members;
• representing the laser, optoelectronics,
and photonics community and serving as
its advocate within the IEEE, the broader
scientific and technical community, and
society at large.

Photonics Society
Field of Interest
The Society’s Field of Interest is lasers, optical
and photonic devices, optical fibers, and associated lightwave technology and their systems
and applications. The society is concerned
with transforming the science of materials, optical phenomena, and quantum electronic devices into the design, development, and manufacture of photonic technologies. The Society
promotes and cooperates in the educational
and technical activities which contribute to
the useful expansion of the field of quantum
opto-electronics and applications.
The Society shall aid in promoting close cooperation with other IEEE societies and councils
in the form of joint publications, sponsorships
of meetings, and other forms of information
exchange. Appropriate cooperative efforts will
also be undertaken with non-IEEE societies.
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Optical Design
Software Pioneers

Making Optical Design Faster and Easier for 25 Years.
In 1988 Zemax founder Dr. Ken Moore started
working on optimization algorithms for physical
optics propagation as part of his thesis. His work
ultimately lead to the birth of what today is
OpticStudio 15.5, the industry standard optical
and illumination design software. In 1991 Zemax
placed it’s very first magazine ad in Laser Focus
World offering pioneering ray tracing software
that revolutionized optical design. Today that
pioneering spirit is the basis of our research
and development efforts bringing an ever
increasing menu of features and functions to the
optical and illumination design community. The
new OpticStudio 15,5 is engineered for easier
operation and faster results:

• Optimize 18x Faster with Better Results –
define air and glass boundaries separately
delivering better results up to 18x faster for
classic lens designs.

• Network Software Licensing for Added

Mobility – easy multi-user check-out/check-in
capability with administrator management and
usage control.

• Cutting Edge Modeling for Holographic

and Diffractive Systems – easily incorporate
high-resolution holograms and phase masks in
your systems.

• Deeper Visualization of 2D/3D Systems and
Data – see multiple aspects of your designs
easier, faster and with greater detail.

OpticStudio has come a long way since its inception as a simple ray tracing program
for classical lens design. The above image illustrates the physical optics propagation
capability of OpticStudio 15.5, showing a laser beam propagating through a
lenslet array. Phase sampling is critical in order to accurately simulate laser beam
propagation. In this example, a single, spherical phase reference is inadequate due
to the multiple beamlets generated by the array. Instead a flat phase reference is
used to accurately determine the beam profile after the lenslet array.

Test drive it now at zemax.com/demo

